
MEMORIAL

DEAN E. ROWE
1923–2016
By David G. Griffin

Dean Rowe was a geologist of the
highest regard, an AAPG member
for 62 years, and above all,
a gentleman.

After graduating from Wayne
University in Detroit, Michigan
in 1951 where he received
both B.A. and M.S. degrees in
petroleum geology, his career
path included Skelly, Kewanee,
Olympic, Adobe, NRM, Griffin
Petroleum, andAmerindOil andGas.

Prior to college, Dean served
his country from 1942–1946
as a corpsman in the European
theater.

It was during his tenurewithNRM
as vice president of exploration
and later retainer with Griffin
Petroleum that I became an ardent
admirer of Dean’s meticulousness,
attention to detail, and deep caring
for others, both inside the company
and those that he came into
contact with. His love of the Lord
showed in everything he said and did.

Deanhad a knack for teaching and
mentoring and was in his element
when explaining his geologic ideas
and rationale for drilling. His free-
hand drawings were so perfect, we
would remark that a draftsman was
not needed when Dean got through
with a presentation.
I have not known a person that

I wanted to emulate more than
Dean Rowe. He was a hero to many
and we shared a special bond that
is hard to describe and certainly
difficult to duplicate.
I know that he’s been watching

me try to articulate a proper
memorial to him, laughing and saying,
“Not too many layers, my friend…”

Rest in heavenly peace dear Dean,
you will be missed and remembered
by many.
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BOOK REVIEW

PetroleumGeology, Basin Architecture,
and Stratigraphy of Pakistan by Nusrat
K. Siddiqui, 2016, 356 p. Published by
Fazlees Book Supermarket, Karachi.
Available at store/aapg.org

Review by M. Qasim Jan, National Cen-
tre of Excellence in Geology, University
of Peshawar, Peshawar, Pakistan

Since I. B.Kadri’s “PetroleumGeology
of Pakistan”, published in 1995, progress
in the science of petroleum geology,
exploration activity, and geological re-
search demanded a fresh look on various
aspects of the petroleum geology
of Pakistan. This 356-page book byN. K.
Siddiqui is a much needed contribution
to our understanding of the geology of
Pakistan. In its preparation, the author
synthesized and consolidated a wide
database accessed at various relevant
organizations and exchange of informa-
tion with a large number of experts. Fol-
lowingabrief introduction, thebulkof the
book is divided into three chapters, as
shown in the title. These are followed by
a list of topics requiring detailed studies,
an extensive bibliography (267 refer-
ences), and an index.

Chapter 1, Petroleum and General
Geology, highlights the relationship of the
mountain ranges and the geology hidden
under the Indus Valley fill, with the help
of regional geo-seismic and geological
sections, using oil and gas wells data. The
suballuviumstratigraphic relationship and
structural trends are, thus, understood.
High resolution space imagery is inter-
preted to produce geological maps of
specificareas.Acomprehensive, tabulated
summary of petroleum systems covers the
entire country of Pakistan. A deep oil well
in the southeastern corner of Pakistan has
been interpreted to be drilled outside the
traditional Indus Basin. The author has
dealt only with the exploration aspect of
petroleum geology in Chapter 1. It was
desirable, and would have been better, if
the operational side of petroleum geology
had been made part of the publication.

The BasinArchitecture (Chapter 2) is
described with quite a different ap-
proach than conventional. The author
interprets that Pakistan contains two
traditional sedimentary basins, i.e., the
Indus Basin and the Balochistan Basin,
and introduces the presence of a new
paleo-basin, in the southeastern corner
of the country, the concealed Islamkot
Paleo-Basin. With the revised territorial
limits, part of the Arabian Plate also falls
in Pakistan, though in ultradeep waters.
The different geological and structural
entities of the two traditional sedimen-
tary basins are described, with particular
reference to the oil industry. The author
recommends that the subdivisions of the
two megabasins may be designated as
geological provinces (GPs). An attempt
has been made to delineate the bound-
aries of the GPs, which are extended on
to the plains and deserts as well.
According to the author, the conven-
tional way of considering the paleo-highs
as marking the “basin” boundaries in plains
needs a critical review; though the robust
Jacobabad-Khairpur high may have acted
as such for the lateMesozoic andCenozoic
stratigraphy.

The basin classification seems to have
been based on theoretical/creative think-
ing; the discussion is based more on geo-
logical logic and concept than the hard
data,but itdoesmakesense.Thediscussion
correctly highlights that care must be ex-
ercise while using the term “basin.” The
Indus Basin has, thus, been divided into
two subbasins and their different GPs,
instead. However, further research is
required to verify this interpretation.

In the chapter on Stratigraphy
(Chapter 3), the author adopts a one-
page tabulated summary for each for-
mation and member, under a set of
standardized subheadings. This ar-
rangement makes specific data, of dif-
ferent units, easily accessible to the
reader. The stratigraphic units have
been arranged in an ascending order
under each era and the subsequent

periods. Perhaps because of the em-
phasis on petroleum geology, the book
ignores the stratigraphic frameworks of
the Himalaya-Karakoram-Kohistan
ranges of northern Pakistan. A com-
bined lithostratigraphic chart of
Pakistan and regional charts, as per eras/
periods are part of the publication.
Considerable discussion on the nomen-
clature, like “Ghazij” and its substitutes,
has been included. Similarly, the K-Pg
boundary and the two related strati-
graphic formations have been discussed
in greater detail.

Two field studies take the reader from
exploration to development phases of
important gas fields, wherein the cor-
relations of electric logs provide useful
information for students. The two case
studies, described under Chapter 3
(Stratigraphy), should have been part of
Chapter 1.

An additional feature of the book is
a list of not fully understood geological
phenomena, under the caption “Food
For Thought;” the author, however, gives
his own understanding about each of
them. A summary of the new inter-
pretations, proposed in the book, is
listed at the end, under the headings:
(1) Tectonics, (2) Basin Architecture,
and (3) Stratigraphy. It instantly gives
an idea of how the book is different
from the conventional thinking, and for
the professional to add, alter, or reject
as per their research.

The author has drawn from his vast
expertise and done an impressive job in
combining field, seismic, and well log
data in the preparation of this book. The
text is supported by 190 colored figures
(maps, field photos, well logs, seismic
sections), stratigraphic tables and charts.
It has been published on art paper, and
most illustrations are of high quality. It is
a significant contribution to the geology
of Pakistan and would be a valuable
source of information for professionals,
researchers, students, planners and
policy makers.
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